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Disclaimer: I do not own the characters in this review it is
for entertainment purposes only.

Special Effects: 5 Stars
Comedy Relief: 10 Stars
Storyline: 5 Stars
Character Development: 5 Stars

Thor Ragnarok A Review
Thor: Ragnarok was, in my opinion, one of the BEST Marvel
films I have seen to date, with the comedy relief to the
action-packed film and the characters it is amazing. I laughed

through the film and I even cried once over my dear Loki;
happy tears of course or plain laughing too hard over his
shenanigans.
My favorite films were Iron Man (and Deadpool….Deadpool is my
adult favorite), but this film had a bit better comedy than
Iron Man I would like to say and I liked it more. I wasn’t
really a fan of Thor when it first came out but boy did
Ragnarok kick ass.
I know people were upset over Chris Hemsworth cutting his hair
but boy was the scene worth it and NO WAY IN ODIN’S NAME am I
going to spoil it but trust me it is worth it, you will indeed
laugh over it. I think Loki was actually surprised over the
haircut also.

We also meet some new characters with an interesting character
development and background and how they meet our heroes. It is
a she and she is kick ass and I love her. We also re-unite
with The Hulk and you see the dilemma’s he has been facing
since we last saw him in Avengers: Age of Ultron. I won’t say
much because there would be spoilers and I don’t want to spoil
this either.
All in all, I loved this movie and would recommend it to any
Marvel or anyone seeking out a good movie. Thor: Ragnarok is a
wonderful film for everyone in the family and should be seen!
Anyways, go see the movie. It’s amazing. Odin commands you.
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